HIV vaginal transmission accounts for the majority of newly acquired heterosexual infections. However, the mechanism by which HIV spreads from the initial site of viral entry at the mucosal surface of the female genital tract to establish a systemic infection of lymphoid and peripheral tissues is not known. Once the virus exits the mucosa it rapidly spreads to all tissues, leading to CD4+ T cell depletion and the establishment of a viral reservoir that cannot be eliminated with current treatments. Understanding the molecular and cellular requirements for viral dissemination from the genital tract is therefore of great importance, as it could reveal new strategies to lengthen the window of opportunity to target the virus at its entry site in the mucosa where it is the most vulnerable and thus prevent systemic infection. Using HIV vaginal infection of humanized mice as a model of heterosexual transmission, we demonstrate that blocking the ability of leukocytes to respond to chemoattractants prevented HIV from leaving the female genital tract. Furthermore, blocking lymphocyte egress from lymph nodes prevented viremia and infection of the gut. Leukocyte trafficking therefore plays a major role in viral dissemination, and targeting the chemoattractant molecules involved can prevent the establishment of a systemic infection.
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Introduction

Heterosexual transmission of HIV to women accounts for the majority of newly acquired infections (1). The early events following HIV vaginal exposure necessary to establish a systemic infection are not known, as they are not easily studied in humans. Investigators have turned to SIV infection of nonhuman primates (NHPs) to model viral transmission and dissemination. These studies suggest that following acquisition and initial replication in the female genital tract (FGT), SIV reaches the lymph nodes (LNs) where viral replication takes off due to readily available target cells and then rapidly spreads to the gut and other organs before being detected in the blood (2). A similar pattern of viral dissemination was recently described following SIV infection of the male genital tract (3). By analogy, a similar pattern of dissemination has been attributed to HIV infection following vaginal acquisition (4). However, the kinetics, pattern, and mechanism of HIV spread from the initial site of viral entry at the mucosal surface of the FGT to establish a systemic infection of lymphoid and peripheral tissue are not known. Understanding the mechanisms of HIV spread in vivo will inform new therapeutic interventions to interrupt viral dissemination and provide a greater opportunity to eliminate the virus in the FGT where it is most vulnerable and prevent a systemic infection.

Since cell-to-cell transmission of HIV is more efficient than free virus-to-cell transmission in vitro (5), HIV might therefore also disseminate more efficiently in vivo in infected CD4+ T cells or carried by DCs or macrophages (6). However, the role of leukocyte trafficking in viral dissemination following intravaginal (IVAG) infection, a natural route of infection, has not been demonstrated. Leukocyte entry into and exit from tissues are tightly regulated processes controlled by trafficking molecules, including chemoattractants. Interfering with leukocyte trafficking could therefore be a new approach to prevent the spread of HIV beyond the FGT and the establishment of a systemic infection and lengthen the window of opportunity to target infection. The chemokine receptor CCR7 directs T cell and DC egress from peripheral tissues into afferent lymphatics and LNs at homeostasis (7–9). The sphingosine 1-phosphate receptor 1 (S1PR1)…
has also been implicated in this process, particularly in inflammation (10, 11). We therefore hypothesized that CCR7 and S1PR1 might play a role in the spread of HIV from the FGT to the lymphoid compartment and peripheral tissue.

The reconstitution of mucosal tissues with human immune cells in humanized bone marrow/liver/thymus (BLT) mice allows for productive IVAG HIV transmission (12–15). In addition, the cross-reactivity of homing molecules between mice and humans is sufficient to allow for the study of human immune cell trafficking in these mice (16). BLT mice can therefore be used as a surrogate in vivo model of HIV IVAG infection (12–16) to study the earliest events following viral acquisition and analyze the mechanism of viral dissemination from the cervico-vaginal tissue (CVT). Using these mice, we have established the kinetics of viral dissemination in vivo following HIV IVAG infection, and addressed whether leukocyte trafficking mediated by chemoattractant receptors in general, and CCR7 and S1PR1 in particular, are required for HIV dissemination from the FGT to establish systemic infection.

Results

**HIV dissemination in BLT mice following IVAG infection.** Humanized BLT mice were challenged with a single atraumatic IVAG application of $1 \times 10^5$ 50% tissue culture infectious dose (TCID$_{50}$) R5-tropic HIV strain JRCSF (HIV$_{JRCSF}$) to obtain an infection rate of 96% (Supplemental Figure 1A; supplemental material available online with this article; https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.88533DS1) and to allow synchronized
infections between mice. These experiments were performed using both BLT-NOD-isd (NS) and BLT-NOD-isd IL2Rγ−/− (NSG) mice. The presence of viral RNA (vRNA) and DNA (vDNA) was analyzed in tissues to determine the kinetics of HIV dissemination (Figure 1, A and B). At 18 hours postinfection (hpi) and 24 hpi, vRNA was detected only in CVT (Figure 1A). vDNA was first detected in the CVT at 1 day postinfection (dpi) (Figure 1B), suggesting that vRNA present at 18 hpi might be from the inoculum. At 2 to 8 dpi, vRNA was detected in the draining iliac LNs (iLNs) as well as the cervical LNs (cLNs) (Figure 1A). However, vRNA was first detected in the mesenteric LNs (mLNs) and gut (small and large intestine) at 14 dpi. Similar kinetics were observed for the presence of infected cells by vDNA analyses (Figure 1B). The presence of productively infected cells was confirmed by intracellular staining for HIV.
At 6 and 10 dpi, the percentage of CD4+ T cells that were HIV p24+ was higher in the CVT and iLNs than in cLNs. Infected cells were also first detected in mLNs and the gut at 14 dpi. Finally, vRNA was not detectable in plasma (Figure 1E) or in spleen (data not shown) before 14 dpi, which coincided with a pronounced increase in vRNA and vDNA in all LNs and infection of the gut. Consistent with these kinetics, human cytokine and chemokine responses were first detected in the CVT as early as 18 to 24 hpi, which were then followed by responses in iLNs beginning at 2 dpi (Figure 1F, and Supplemental Figure 2, A and B). In addition, a redistribution of human CD4+ and CD8+ T cells was observed in the CVT at 2 dpi, with the formation of cellular aggregates located below the epithelium (Supplemental Figure 2, C and D). These data demonstrate that HIV disseminates from the CVT to the lymphoid compartment in humanized mice before spreading to the gut and being detectable in plasma. While BLT-NS showed higher plasma viral loads at 14 dpi (Supplemental Figure 1A), similar viral loads were obtained in tissues in BLT-NS compared to BLT-NSG (Supplemental Figure 1B). Furthermore, no differences in the pattern or kinetics of viral dissemination to the different LNs or gut were observed between BLT-NS and BLT-NSG mice (Figure 1), even though BLT-NS mice have better reconstitution of some peripheral LNs (Supplemental Figure 1D). However, BLT-NSG mice had higher percentages of human lymphocytes in peripheral blood and higher numbers of human CD3+ T cells in gut lamina propria than BLT-NS mice (Supplemental Figure 1, C and D). In addition, we have found that BLT-NSG
mice are more consistently reconstituted in less time than BLT-NS mice, allowing for the generation of larger batches of BLT-NSG mice per tissue donor. All subsequent experiments were therefore performed using BLT-NSG mice.

CCR7-dependent leukocyte trafficking is not critical for HIV dissemination. We assessed the role of CCR7 in HIV dissemination from the CVT. The majority of human CD4+ T cells present in the FGT of BLT mice are of a central memory phenotype, a subset that expresses CCR7 (Figure 2A and ref. 15). The majority of these CCR7+ CD4+ T cells in the CVT are also positive for CCR5 and therefore potential HIV target cells. A corresponding CCR7+CCR5+ CD4+ T cell population was found in human cervical tissue (Figure 2A). In humanized mice, murine CCR7 ligands (CCL19 and CCL21) are expressed at higher levels than the human ligands in the CVT and iLNs, as might be expected since stromal cells are the main source of these chemokines (Figure 2B). Importantly, murine CCL19 and CCL21 are able to activate CCR7 on human T cells (Figure 2C).

To block CCR7-mediated immune cell trafficking, humanized mice were treated with an anti-human CCR7 IgG1 monoclonal antibody (CCR7 mAb) devoid of N-linked glycosylation (Supplemental Figure 3). This mAb was designed to impair Fc receptor binding and antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (17), while preserving CCR7 blocking capabilities (Figure 2C). However, as early as 24 hpi, T cell depletion was observed in peripheral blood and tissues of CCR7 mAb–treated mice (Supplemental Figures 4 and 5). Humanized BLT mice have impaired B cell maturation and, as a result, have low levels of endogenous IgG compared with human and mouse plasma (ref. 18 and Supplemental Figure 5A). We hypothesized that CCR7 mAb–induced T cell depletion might be due to a lack of endogenous IgG to compete with the exogenous CCR7 mAb for binding of Fc receptors. Consistent with this hypothesis, coadministration of pooled human IgG (hIgG) and a murine Fc receptor–blocking mAb (2.4G2) prevented the CCR7 mAb treatment from depleting human CD3+ T cells (Supplemental Figure 5, B–D).

To specifically block CCR7-mediated immune trafficking, humanized mice were therefore treated with hIgG and 2.4G2 with or without CCR7 mAb (Figure 2D). Human T cell numbers in peripheral blood and spleen remained comparable in CCR7 mAb–treated and control mice (Figure 2E). Lower numbers of T cells were present in LNs of CCR7 mAb–treated mice (Figure 2E and Supplemental Figure 5D), with decreased percentages of naive T cells (CD45RA+CD62L+) (Figure 2F and Supplemental Figure 6). This is consistent with CCR7 mAb treatment interfering with human naive T cell trafficking to LNs from the blood via high endothelial venules in humanized mice, as it does for murine T cells in conventional mice (9). Furthermore, we found that following CCR7 mAb treatment, CCR7 was not detected on human
T cells present in tissues and blood by subsequent CCR7 staining (Supplemental Figures 6 and 7), demonstrating CCR7 blockade of immune cells in tissue.

We compared HIV viral loads in the plasma and tissues of PBS- and CCR7 mAb–treated mice at 14 dpi (Figure 2, G and H). All mice in the PBS-treated group had positive viremia, whereas of the 8 mice in the CCR7 mAb–treated group, 4 were positive, 1 was at the limit of detection, and 3 were negative (Figure 2G). Mice from both groups had similar levels of virus in the CVT (Figure 2H), demonstrating that the treatment did not interfere with the acquisition of a local infection. All mice showing positive or borderline viremia were also positive in all LNs and the gut. Of the 3 mice with negative viremia, only 1 was also negative in all LNs and gut, whereas the 2 other mice were positive in the cLNs but not in other tissues (Figure 2H). Of note, iLNs in BLT-NSG mice were too small to be analyzed. Analysis of vDNA showed similar results (Supplemental Figure 8). Treatment with CCR7 mAb therefore did not significantly delay HIV dissemination from the CVT to the LNs.

SIPR1-mediated immune cell trafficking participates in HIV dissemination. As SIPR1 has been described to participate in the regulation of T cell and DC egress from peripheral tissues to LNs during inflammation (10, 11, 19), we investigated the role of SIPR1 in HIV dissemination. We assessed the effects of treatment with FTY720 (fingolimod), a potent SIPR1 functional antagonist (20), alone or in combination with the CCR7 mAb (Figure 3A), as FTY720 has been shown to partially inhibit T cell egress alone and modestly add to CCR7 deficiency in blocking T cell egress in a model of skin inflammation (10). At 14 dpi, 0 of 12 FTY720 and 0 of 4 FTY720 + CCR7 mAb–treated mice showed positive viremia, while 7 of 8 control mice were viremic (Figure 3B). Aside from 1 mouse in the FTY720 + CCR7 mAb group, all mice had similar levels of vRNA in CVT (Figure 3C), demonstrating that the treatments did not interfere with local infection. This is consistent with prior studies that found that FTY720 treatment does not impact HIV infection in vitro or during established viremia in vivo (16). All PBS-treated mice had detectable vRNA in the cLNs and auxillary LNs (aLNs), and of 6 were positive in the mLNs and gut. Ten of 12 FTY720-treated mice were positive in either or both cLNs and aLNs. However, the mean viral loads in LNs of FTY720-treated mice were lower than in PBS-treated mice, suggesting that FTY720 interfered with viral dissemination to these LNs despite not blocking it completely (Figure 3C). Similar results were obtained for FTY720 + CCR7 mAb–treated mice, showing that targeting CCR7 in addition to SIPR1 did not further impede viral dissemination (Figure 3C). These results were confirmed by vDNA analysis (Supplemental Figure 9).

SIPR1 signaling is also required for T cells to exit LNs and enter the blood (21). Accordingly, FTY720 treatment induced pronounced lymphopenia in the peripheral blood of both FTY720-treated and FTY720 + CCR7 mAb–treated groups of humanized BLT mice compared with controls (Figure 3D and Supplemental Figure 10). As expected, by day 14, FTY720-treated BLT mice demonstrated higher T cell numbers in LNs and decreased numbers in the spleen compared with PBS-treated mice, due to retention of lymphocytes in the LNs (Figure 3E and Supplemental Figure 10). In contrast, T cell numbers in the LNs and spleen of FTY720 + CCR7 mAb–treated mice were comparable or lower than in PBS-treated mice, due to the combined effects of FTY720 retaining T cells in the LNs and CCR7 mAb blocking the homing of naive T cells (CD45RA+CD62L+) into the LNs (Figure 3F and Supplemental Figure 10).

FTY720's inhibition of lymphocyte egress was associated with an inhibition of HIV viremia and spread to peripheral tissue (Figure 3, B and C). Only 1 of 12 FTY720-treated mice had detectable virus in mLNs, gut (Figure 3C), and lung (data not shown). This mouse also showed borderline viremia, whereas all other FTY720-treated mice had no detectable HIV in the plasma (Figure 3B). One of 4 FTY720 + CCR7 mAb–treated mice had detectable virus in mLNs, but this mouse did not have virus in the gut or the plasma. These data suggest that HIV is also actively carried out of LNs and into peripheral tissue and blood by migrating lymphocytes.

Pertussis toxin treatment restrains dissemination from the CVT. As FTY720 treatment only partially blocked viral spread to the LNs, we used pertussis toxin (PTX), an inhibitor of all Gqi-coupled chemotactrant receptors, to determine whether additional chemoattractant receptors are involved in the trafficking of HIV-infected or HIV-bearing cells from the CVT to the LNs and contribute to viral dissemination.

PTX is composed of 1 enzymatic subunit (A) that inactivates Gqi, which is required for chemoattractant receptor–mediated cell migration, and 5 receptor-binding B subunits (AB) (22). PTX treatment efficiently inhibited the trafficking of central memory–like murine CD4+ T cells to the draining LNs following IVAG injection (Supplemental Figure 11). Gqi signaling is not required for R5-tropic HIV entry and replication in cells (23–27). However, some studies have reported that PTX, as well as its catalytically
inactive B subunit (PTB), can interfere with HIV infection (28–30). We found that treatment with PTX or PTB starting 3 hpi had no impact on HIV infection of MAGI cells or central memory–like human CD4+ T cells in vitro (Supplemental Figure 12, A and B). BLT mice were therefore treated with IVAG applications of PTX, PTB (to control for potential non-Gαi affects of PTX), or PBS starting 3 hpi (experimental design shown schematically in Figure 4A).

At 14 dpi, 8 of 9 PTX-treated mice had no detectable viremia, while all PBS- (n = 7) and PTB-treated (n = 6) mice were viremic (Figure 4B). Five PBS-, 6 PTX-, and 3 PTB-treated mice were also subjected to a third week of treatment to determine whether inhibition of viremia could be maintained in PTX-treated mice. At 21 dpi, 3 of 6 PTX-treated mice remained aviremic (Figure 4B). The presence of vRNA was determined at 14 dpi (Figure 4C, triangles) and 21 dpi (Figure 4C, circles). All mice but 1 had similar levels of vRNA in the CVT, demonstrating that PTX or PTB treatment did not interfere with the acquisition of a local infection. The absence of vRNA in the CVT of the 1 PTX-treated mouse was likely a technical issue, as vDNA was found in the CVT of this mouse (orange in Supplemental Figure 13). None of the PTX-treated mice had detectable vRNA in tissues other than the CVT at 14 dpi. The absence of tissue vRNA was maintained at 21 dpi in the 3 PTX-treated mice that were aviremic. All PBS- and PTB-treated mice were positive in the LNs and gut, except for 1 PBS- and 1 PTB-treated mouse that had no detectable vRNA in the aLNs. This might have been due to the small size of the aLNs in these BLT-NSG mice, where lower amounts of RNA were obtained than the other samples. PTX treatment had no impact on cell viability in the CVT and LNs or on human T cell numbers in the tissues (Supplemental Figure 12, C–E). Thus, vaginal PTX treatment markedly delayed dissemination of HIV to LNs by restraining HIV within the CVT. These results were confirmed by vDNA analysis (Supplemental Figure 13).

Discussion

Our data demonstrate that chemoattractant receptor–mediated leukocyte migration plays a critical role in HIV spread from the CVT to the LNs. We have found that viral dissemination was partially dependent on S1PR1-mediated leukocyte migration but was independent of CCR7-mediated cell trafficking. However, viral dissemination was completely inhibited by PTX in most mice, suggesting that other chemoattractant receptors not yet identified participate in this process. Our results are consistent with previous reports showing that in inflammation there is CCR7-independent T cell egress that is partially dependent on S1PR1 and completely inhibited by PTX (10, 11). Furthermore, trafficking of *Yersinia pestis*–infected mononuclear phagocytes from peripheral tissue to secondary lymphoid organs to form buboes has been shown to be dependent in large part on S1PR1 (19). However, it is also possible that the decrease in the viral load observed in aLNs and cLNs of FTY720-treated BLT-NSG mice following HIV IVAG infection is due to impaired trafficking of HIV-transporting cells from the draining iLNs to the other LNs and not directly from the CVT to these LNs. Unfortunately, the iLNs of BLT-NSG mice were too small to be analyzed to formally test this alternative hypothesis. We also cannot completely rule out the possibility that the CCR7 pathway might contribute to the egress of infected cells or cells carrying HIV. It is possible that the mAb treatment did not completely block CCR7 function in the CVT, allowing enough cells to leave the tissue and spread the infection to the lymphoid compartment. However, we found that CCR7 on T cells recovered from tissues was blocked following in vivo CCR7 mAb treatment.

As mentioned, pretreatment of cells with PTX or PTB has been reported to inhibit HIV infection of activated CD4+ T cells and reporter cell lines in vitro (28, 31). Similarly, treatment of cervical explants prior to HIV exposure has been reported to suppress infection (29). The antiviral activity of PTB has also been previously reported in vivo in immunodeficient mice reconstituted with human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (30). In these mice, i.p. injection of 50 ng of PTB, starting 2 hours prior to HIV inoculation i.p., was found to protect against HIV acquisition. Curiously and inexplicably, the antiviral effect of PTB was not seen when 500 ng was given. In our experiments, IVAG daily treatment was started 3 hpi with 500 ng of PTX or PTB, which corresponds to the dose that was reported to be ineffective against infection in huPBL mice (30). In our experiments, PTB treatment had no effect on plasma viremia or tissue viral loads and PTB-treated mice were comparable to PBS-treated mice. Furthermore, similar levels of HIV RNA were found in the CVT of mice across treatment groups, demonstrating that PTX treatment did not impact local infection, supporting the conclusion that the effect of PTX on viral dissemination was due to the inhibition of leukocyte trafficking and not due to a direct antiviral effect of the toxin.
Our data also suggest that HIV is actively carried into peripheral tissue and blood by migrating lymphocytes, as the infection can be confined to the LNs by blocking S1PR1-mediated lymphocyte egress from LNs. This is consistent with our previous observation that FTY720 prevented HIV from leaving the dLNs following subcutaneous cheek injection in BLT-NSG mice (16). In addition, following IVAG infection, a clear delay was observed when HIV could be recovered from the iLNs and cLNs compared with the mLNs, gut, and blood. Consistent with this pattern of dissemination, S1PR1 blockade protected mLNs and gut from infection. Lymphocyte trafficking into the gut depends on CCR9 and α4β7 (32), while lymphocyte entry into mLNs can also be mediated by CCR7, CXCR4, and L-selectin (33). Treatment of NHPs during acute SIV infection with an anti-α4β7 mAb was found to decrease gut and plasma viral loads (34), suggesting that lymphocyte trafficking is also important for disseminating SIV infection to the gut in NHPs. Taken together, these results suggest that the spread of infection from the CVT to the draining LNs occurs via infected or virus-carrying cells that enter the afferent lymphatics draining the CVT, and from there can rapidly spread to other LNs, such as the cLNs and aLNs. In contrast, the spread of HIV to the mLNs occurs later and coincides with the infection reaching the gut, suggesting that HIV spreads to mLNs via the blood or from afferent lymph draining the gut. Passage through LNs could be a key step for viral dissemination by allowing a rapid expansion of infection due to the large number of target cells present in close proximity in the LNs but could also be required for imprinting infected T cells with tissue-homing receptors (e.g., CCR9 and α4β7), enabling infected T cells to home to certain peripheral tissue, such as the gut.

Our results in FTY720-treated mice differ from those reported with low-dose FTY720 treatment of NHPs, which was not effective at preventing viremia following vaginal infection with an SIV/HIV (SHIV) chimeric virus (35). However, FTY720 treatment of NHPs in that study decreased peripheral blood lymphocyte numbers only by 2-fold, compared with the 100-fold decease in our study, suggesting that differing effectiveness of FTY720 treatment in these studies could explain the differences in viremia outcomes. In addition, differences between HIV and SIV/SHIV that influence, among others things, host cell permissiveness for replication (36), could also be contributory, highlighting the importance of the BLT model to study HIV transmission and dissemination. The PTX result reinforces our inference that the decreased viral load observed in the LNs of FTY720-treated mice was due to the blockade of S1PR1-dependent leukocyte trafficking. The fact that CCR7 blockade and FTY720 treatment alone or together did not completely block dissemination of infection from the CVT to the LNs suggests that other chemotactrant receptors not yet identified also participate in this process.

Similar to the experiments describing SIV dissemination in NHP (2, 37–40), we used a single high-titer virus in progesterone-treated BLT mice to allow a reliable and robust infection needed to compare the effect of the different treatments. These conditions might not exactly mirror a physiologic vaginal HIV exposure, as they facilitate HIV transmission across the vaginal epithelium (41). However, we believe that this model is relevant to study mechanisms of viral dissemination after viral acquisition in the CVT. The target cells that HIV will encounter once in the vaginal mucosa are indeed comparable in BLT mice and in humans (12, 15, 42, 43). While the NHP model of SIV/SHIV infection allows for the study of early events of SIV infection, it does not allow for the study of HIV infection. The humanized mouse model is therefore an important adjunct model to study HIV infection in vivo. Our data show that HIV dissemination in BLT mice reproduces some aspects of the paradigm proposed for SIV infection of NHPs (2, 38, 44), where SIV has been shown to spread to the LNs following infection of the FGT before dissemination to distant tissues and detection in blood. A recent publication (39) showed that, in a few cases, SIV RNA could be found in distant tissues as early as 24 hpi. This suggests that rapid SIV dissemination that bypasses the need for local infection and spread to the LNs can occur occasionally. In our PTX experiments, 1 of 9 PTX-treated mice showed positive viremia at 14 dpi, suggesting that in rare instances, HIV dissemination might occur in a cell-free manner.

The increase in cytokines observed in the CVT and LNs of BLT mice following IVAG HIV infection also resembles the immune response reported in the FGT and draining LNs in NHPs following SIV IVAG application (38, 39, 44). In NHPs, increased staining for the chemokines CCL3, CCL20, CXCL8, and CXCL10 was reported in the FGT starting at 1 dpi (38, 44). An interferon-stimulated gene signature was also reported in infected tissue as early as 1 dpi (39). In our studies, we found the induction of the genes encoding the interferon-inducible chemokines CXCL9 and CXCL10, as well as TNF-α, in the CVT 1 dpi and in the LNs starting at 2 dpi. In addition, immune cell clusters containing CD4+ target T cells were observed in the CVT of BLT mice at 2 dpi as has been described in the FGT of NHPs (38).
Humanized BLT mice are not a perfect model of HIV infection, as they are prone to immune activation and graft-versus-host disease (GvHD), and have other limitations that have been discussed in several recent reviews addressing the use of humanized mouse models of HIV infection (45–48). Nevertheless, humanized mouse models are the only models that allow the study of the dynamics of HIV infection in vivo and BLT mice represent, to date, the most complete humanized mouse model. Our results demonstrate that HIV dissemination in humanized BLT mice mirrors the previously described paradigm of SIV dissemination in NHPs. In addition, we demonstrate that interfering with cell trafficking can restrict HIV infection to the FGT. This will prolong the therapeutic window during which the virus can be targeted before it spreads to the lymphoid compartment and peripheral tissue where it induces massive CD4+ T cell depletion (49) and establishes a latent reservoir that is recalcitrant to eradication with current treatments. Finally, our results emphasize the potential importance of therapeutic strategies that target the migration of infected and virus-bearing cells, as they serve as Trojan horses to disseminate the virus following vaginal acquisition.

**Methods**

**Generation of humanized BLT mice.** Female BLT-NOD-scid (NS) or BLT-NOD-scid II2Rg−/− (NSG) mice (The Jackson Laboratory) were housed in a pathogen-free facility at Massachusetts General Hospital and reconstituted with human tissue as described (13). Briefly, sublethally irradiated mice were transplanted under the kidney capsule with 1-mm³ fragments of human fetal liver and thymus, and injected intravenously with purified CD34+ human fetal liver cells to generate humanized BLT mice. Human immune cell reconstitution was monitored 14–18 weeks after surgery and considered sufficient if more than 40% of lymphocytes were human CD45+, of which more than 30% were CD3+, and there were at least 200 CD4+ T cells/μl in peripheral blood. The HLA locus of each donor was genotyped using PCR–sequence-specific oligonucleotide probing (PCR-SSOP) and PCR–sequence-based typing (PCR-SBT) (Supplemental Table 1). Clinical signs of GvHD, such as conjunctivitis, blepharitis, alopecia, dermatitis, and weight loss were monitored for each mouse biweekly. BLT mice showing clinical signs of GvHD at any time during the experiments were excluded. Of note, clinical signs of GvHD in skin and eyes were found to precede histological signs of GvHD in the female genital tract and gut, including infiltration of human CD45+ cells (data not shown). Once it was determined that the pattern and kinetics of HIV dissemination were similar in BLT-NS and BLT-NSG mice, BLT-NSG mice were then preferentially used since they are more easily reconstituted with human immune cells and therefore allow higher numbers of reconstituted animals per batch of human tissue.

**HIV infection of humanized BLT mice.** Viral stocks of the HIVJRCSF molecular clone were produced through transfection of human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293T cells and titered as described (30). Mice were infected with atraumatic IVAG application of 1 × 10⁴ TCID₅₀ HIVJRCSF in 10 to 20 μl PBS as previously described (12). Mice were treated 5 days prior to challenge with a subcutaneous injection of 200 μg of progesterone (Depo-Provera medroxyprogesterone acetate, Pfizer) in a total volume of 100 μl of PBS.

**Pharmacological and antibody treatment.** A neutralizing fully humanized non–cell-depleting anti–human CCR7 IgG1 monoclonal antibody without N-linked glycosylation sites was provided by Amgen. BLT mice were treated with 100 μg of CCR7 mAb i.p. in combination with 10 mg (i.p.) of pooled human γ-globulins (Sigma-Aldrich) and 200 μg (i.p.) 2.4G2 (Fc receptor blocker, provided by Amgen) every third day starting 1 day prior to HIV IVAG and 5 μg (10 μl) CCR7 mAb IVAG daily starting 3 hours after HIV infection. Control mice received 10 mg of human γ-globulins and 200 μg 2.4G2 (rat-IgG2b-anti-muFcRII) i.p. and equivalent volumes of human CCR7 mAb in PBS i.p. and IVAG. FTY720 at 1 mg/kg/body weight (Cayman Chemicals) or vehicle was injected i.p. daily starting 4 days to 3 hours before HIV infection to induce peripheral blood lymphopenia and 0.5 μg (10 μl) IVAG daily starting 3 hours after HIV infection. PTX (Sigma-Aldrich, 4.2 nM, 0.5 μg in 10 μl PBS), PTB (Sigma-Aldrich, 4.2 nM, 0.4 μg in 10 μl PBS), or PBS (10 μl) was applied IVAG daily starting 3 hours after HIV infection. IVAG treatment was started 3 hours after HIV exposure to avoid diluting the inoculum and to allow the infection to seed the CVT.

**Plasma viral load.** BLT mice were bled from the superficial temporal vein and plasma was stored at −80°C. vRNA was extracted from 50 to 70 μl plasma using a QIAamp Viral RNA Kit (Qiagen). Reverse transcriptase quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) was performed using HIV gag-specific primers (SK145 forward, AGTGGGGGGACATCAAGCAGCATGCAAAT and SK431 reverse, TGGTATGTCATTTCCTTGGTTCTCT) and the QuantiTect SYBR Green RT-PCR Kit (Qiagen) on the Lightcycler 480-II (Roche) as previously described (50). Plasma from uninfected BLT mice was used to determine background signal. The limit of detection of the assay was 3 RNA copies/μl.
**Tissue viral load.** Mice were euthanized at indicated time points and tissues were harvested in RNAlater solution (Ambion) and incubated at 4°C overnight before being stored at −80°C. Tissue was homogenized using gentle MACS Dissociator (Miltenyi Biotec) in TRIzol solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and RNA was extracted following the TRIzol manufacturer’s protocol. DNA was extracted from TRIzol solution using back extraction buffer and following the supplier’s protocol. Polyacryl Carrier (5 μl) (Molecular Research Center) was added during the precipitation for increased yield. A second precipitation step using sodium acetate was added to increase DNA purity. Quantification of vRNA was performed as described above. Quantification of vDNA was performed using the qPCR SYBR Green PCR Kit on the Lightcycler 480-II. Viral loads were normalized to total tissue RNA and DNA. Background signal was measured for each tissue using 3–5 uninfected animals. The mean signal value obtained from uninfected tissue ± 2 SD was used as the detection limit. For some of the gut samples, nonspecific primer binding was observed for vDNA PCR, which resulted in the exclusion of those samples from the vDNA results in the CCR7 and FTY720 experiments.

**Flow cytometry.** Human lymphocyte characterization was performed on an LSR II (BD Biosciences) and analyzed using FlowJo software (Tree Star). CVT from BLT mice and human cervical tissues were minced using the gentle MACS Dissociator and incubated in medium containing Liberase (2.5 mg/ml) and DNase (0.03 mg/ml) (both Sigma-Aldrich). Human cervical tissue was obtained from excess surgical tissue from healthy human donors through the Ragon Institute of MGH, MIT and Harvard Tissue Platform (Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA). Spleen and LNs from BLT mice were minced using scissors. Processed tissues were passed through a 40-μm mesh strainer to obtain single-cell suspensions. Cells were stained using directly labeled anti-human monoclonal antibodies (Biolegend): CD45 (HI30), CD3 (HIT3a), CD4 (OKT4), CD8 (RPA-T8), CCR7 (TG8), CD45RA (HI100), and CD62L (DREG-56). Dead cells were excluded using LIVE/DEAD Fixable Stain (Life Technologies). Cells were fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde after staining. Whole blood (15–50 μl) was directly stained with antibodies and treated with FACS lysing solution (BD Biosciences) before analysis. Since human CCR7 mAb blocked subsequent CCR7 staining (Supplemental Figures 6 and 7), CD62L was used as marker to define human T cell subsets (51) in the experiments involving CCR7 mAb treatment. Human T cell number and phenotype in LNs of mice treated with FTY720 and/or CCR7 mAb were determined using cervical and axillary LNs.

**Statistics.** Unpaired Student’s t test or Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s post hoc test was used to test for differences in mean values. Fisher’s exact test was used to test for differences in the number of infected and uninfected animals of in vivo experiments. All P values are 2-sided and P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Statistical analysis and graphing were performed using GraphPad Prism. Columns represent mean ± SD.

**Study approval.** All animal experiments have been reviewed and approved by the Massachusetts General Hospital IACUC. Human cervical tissue was obtained from excess surgical tissue following an IRB-approved protocol at Massachusetts General Hospital.
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